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CTE is a vast subject with many different topics to discuss. This report is intended
to be a “snapshot” of CTE programming throughout Allegheny County, focused
primarily on CTCS, including key takeaways for CTE to continue to grow and
thrive. Allies for Children supports and encourages additional dialogue on this
subject in areas related to business demands, CTE programming delivered
through traditional high schools and comprehensive high schools, governance of
CTE, and other topics that are crucial to CTE’s continued success.

PASMART -  

AN INITIATIVE LAUNCHED IN 2018

THROUGH THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE

PROVIDING GRANTS TO LOCAL

EDUCATION AGENCIES (LEAS) FOR

STEM AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

INSTRUCTION AND PROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENT. WITH AN

ESTIMATED 300,000 STEM JOBS

PROJECTED TO BECOME AVAILABLE

IN PENNSYLVANIA BY 2026,  THIS

INVESTMENT IS CRUCIAL TO ENSURE

A SKILLED WORKFORCE.

 
Allegheny County’s workforce and job market have evolved, and the avenues to achieve gainful
employment have changed along with it. The county’s education system is responding by aligning career
and technical education (CTE) opportunities to the growing demand for skilled workers in the region’s
business and industry. Through the CTE system, students have the opportunity to explore career fields and
receive credentials, including job training, apprenticeships, associate degrees, and certificates that properly
prepare them to enter postsecondary and the workplace following graduation. Although these opportunities
are available to all students, not all have equal access due to misconceptions of CTE programming and
financial constraints.
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CTE has recently received a lot of attention from business leaders, policymakers,
educators, and others who are seeing a viable opportunity readily available in our
K-12 system. In the General Assembly, legislators are finalizing legislation to
improve CTE policy and investing in CTE through the CTE subsidy and PAsmart.
The business community is highlighting CTE. For example, the Allegheny
Conference's Inflection Point report discusses CTE's role in meeting the needs of
business and industry. Similarly, education advocates are also recognizing CTE
and its struggles through recent reports by the University of Pittsburgh’s Institute
of Politics, Education Policy and Leadership Center, PA Partnerships for Children
and others. For additional reading, please see reports and references.
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CTE officially got its start in the 1960s when Congress passed the Vocational Education
Act of 1963. This legislation recognized the need and provided funding for career-
focused education.  During that time, the Superintendent of Allegheny County Schools,
Dr. Alfred Beattie, is credited with bringing CTE programming to county school districts.
He oversaw the creation of Forbes Trail, the first vocational school in the county, which
opened in Penn Hills in the early 1960s.
 
Today, Allegheny County’s CTE system is composed of four regional career and
technical centers (CTCs) - A.W. Beattie Career Center, Forbes Road Career and
Technical Center, Steel Center for Career and Technical Education, and Parkway West
Career and Technology Center (See Appendix I). Additionally there are two
comprehensive high schools: McKeesport Area School District and Pittsburgh Public
Schools. These districts have their own CTE programming embedded within the school
buildings where they are made available to all students. Schools throughout the county
also have CTE-like courses built within the school day, however the courses typically do
not lead to credentials like those offerd at the CTCs.
 
CTE programs today are equipped with state of the art technology to ensure students
are being trained on the most up-to-date equipment. By providing career tracks from
computer programming, to medical training, to veterinary clinics, CTE is paving the way
for students to excel after high school graduation in a career field that matches their
interest and abilities, while aligning with the demands of the industry. Students who
attend a regional CTC typically split their day between their traditional high school and
their CTC. This model allows the students to complete their required academic
coursework and then be transported to the CTC for work in their program of study. Both
comprehensive high schools and CTCs offer “approved courses” meaning they offer
courses that are reviewed and audited by the Pennsylvania Department of Education
and are recognized as a program of study that is leading to industry-recognized
credentials.
 
To create an approved CTE program, each school or center must create high-quality
business-aligned courses and curricula that go through a rigorous approval process with
the Pennsylvania Department Of Education (PDE)- see page three.
 
Business partnerships are required in each approved program of study offered at the
CTC and are known as the Occupational Advisory Committee (OAC). This committee
provides not only guidance on program curriculum, equipment, and other items, but can
also provide career opportunities for students, promotion of the CTC, equipment
donations and other areas that are directly linked to ensuring students leave the CTC
prepared and ready to enter the workforce arena and/or postsecondary education.
Business partnerships are key to the success of a CTC program, and opportunities to
continue to get business involved in the overall governance should be analyzed and
discussed.

CTE In Allegheny County
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Forbes Road CTC offers a career exploration program for ninth graders focusing on safety,
theory, and lab areas. Participants are given an opportunity to experience different program
areas to see if a CTE pathway is the right choice for them. As sending districts continue to
struggle financially, participation in this program is declining. Overall, enrollment at Forbes

Road CTC has been increasing over the last few years. However, numbers remain lower
than at its peak over ten years ago.

Throughout Allegheny County, around 3,600 students identify as CTE concentrators,
students who are taking at least three CTE courses in a specific program of study - see Appendix II.
Enrollment for CTE has remained relatively steady with around 3,500 students enrolled over the
past ten years.  Both Parkway West and Forbes Road enroll students in grades 9-12, while Steel
Center and A.W. Beattie have a three-year program for 10-12 graders. Parkway West's four-year
program includes ninth graders in all programs of study, and Forbes Road offers a ninth grade
career exploration program.
 
Across Pennsylvania, Allegheny County enrolls the greatest number of students in CTE programs.
However, when comparing the percent of eligible students enrolled, Allegheny County is behind.
According to CTC enrollment numbers reported to PDE, compared to the other 66 counties in
Pennsylvania, as a percent of total high school enrollment in CTE, Allegheny County ranks 41st.
The statewide average enrollment in CTCs compared to total high school enrollment is over 13
percent. Only eight percent of high school students in Allegheny County are enrolled in a CTE
program.  To reach the state average, Allegheny County would need to increase participation
by nearly 65 percent or roughly 2,400 students.

Enrollment In CTE

Prepare students for employment in high priority occupations & are supported by local employers. 

Utilize instructional equipment & materials that are comparable to industry standards.

Have certified teaching staff with a minimum of 4 years of industry experience. 

Program completion promotes seamless transition to ensure the maximum opportunity for student

placement, including opportunities for concurrent enrollment under dual enrollment,  or other

strategies that promote acquisition of postsecondary credit while still in high school. 

Program sponsorship or involvement, or both, in Career and Technical Student Organizations. 

Follow an educational plan and have an occupational objective.

Approved PDE CTE Programs
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Structure of CTCs

It takes a strong partnership between the school district
and the CTC to ensure a student’s success. Each CTC’s
overarching structure is outlined in its joint operating
agreement with its sending districts. These agreements
are created with the intention of existing for a significant
number of years, and outline the structure of the CTC,
school district contribution to the CTC’s operating
budget, and term limits for the Joint Operating
Committee (JOC).
 
To provide guidance and oversight, each CTC is
governed by a JOC. This group is composed of one to
two school board directors from each sending school
district serving three-year terms. These individuals serve
as liaisons and are charged with keeping the sending
school district informed of the happenings within the
CTC. Also, due to the fact that the CTC's budget has to
be approved annually by the sending school districts, the
JOC members help usher the budget through the school
district approval process by helping explain the rationale
between finances and the district’s responsibility.

Not only do CTCs provide for their students,

they also serve their communities. For

example, A.W. Beattie Career Center opens

their dining room up to the community where

the students are responsible for everything

from baked goods preparation to

merchandising and dining room service. The

center also has a professional salon that is

open to the public. At Forbes CTC, each year

students in the Collision repair program

rebuild a "recycled ride" that is then given to

an in-need community member. Parkway West

CTC offers pet services, hair and spa services,

as well as a catering menu to the public.

Steel center for cte hosts a spa night where

cosmetology students  open up services to

the community.

CTE in the 
community
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Funding CTE

Federal funding is distributed to CTCs via the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of
2006 (Perkins IV). This formula-driven grant program has recently been reauthorized and will
subsequently be known as the Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act
(Perkins V).  In Pennsylvania, Perkins funding contributes approximately two percent of overall CTC
funding. In Allegheny County, Perkins funding accounts for an average of five percent of CTC funding.
Funding ranges from as low as $100,000 to as high as $660,000, while budgets range from $1.3 million
to over $8.5 million. 

CTE programs at the secondary level are funded through local, state, and federal dollars. Like so many
education programs, CTE relies heavily on local funds and is underfunded at the state and federal level.
This reliance has resulted in districts having to limit participants to the CTC, due to the high costs
associated with quality programming. In addition, at the state level, the CTE subsidy formula has not
been reviewed in many years and does not align with the current funding structure of public schools.
Additional investments and an examination of the formula are essential to ensure the programs are able
to engage and educate students properly, while working to develop the skills needed to meet the
demands of business and industry.

Local funding is typically based on sending school district enrollment in the CTC. While the amount
paid by a district varies, the sending school district bears the brunt of costs, by contributing more than
90 percent of the CTCs' budgets statewide and 79 percent on average in Allegheny County. If a student
wants to enroll in a program of study not offered at their local CTC, they are able to attend a
neighboring CTC that offers the program and the district pays the CTC's tuition rate for that program. In
Allegheny County, school districts spend a combined $45.5 million on CTE each year - see Appendix III.

State funding is distributed through the CTE Subsidy. Similar to the federal Carl D. Perkins Career and
Technical Education Act (Perkins Act), this allocation is determined each year through the budget and
appropriations process. Designated funds are distributed by an antiquated formula. The subsidy had
remained stagnant for many years at $62 million until the 2018-2019 budget, when an increase of $30
million was allocated.  Also, similar to the Perkins Act, secondary CTE funding through the subsidy is
delivered directly to the CTC or to school districts providing CTE through a comprehensive high school
model. On average, the subsidy makes up approximately eight percent of CTC funding statewide and 16
percent in Allegheny County. Competitive equipment grants are also available, but must be used for
equipment upgrades, and most awards do not cover the total expense. Recently, the Governor’s office
began awarding grants for STEM and computer science instruction and professional development
through the PAsmart program. Since CTCs are already preparing students for careers in the STEM
fields, caution must be given that this competitive grant funding does not supplant funding from the CTE
state subsidy.
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A recent report released by Pennsylvania Partnerships for Children identified the fiscal challenges that
impact CTE. Costs related to running a quality CTE program continue to increase as equipment and
materials become more advanced and, in essence, expensive. In addition, to ensure students are
prepared, equipment and materials have to be current and aligned to what is used in industry. With
school districts paying the majority of a CTC's budget, as a district struggles financially, they are more
likely to limit participation at the center.
 
Both the CTE equipment line and the CTE state subsidy need to be increased in order for CTE to
continue to provide stellar training to their students that reflects the modernization of the trades. In
addition, the CTE funding formula must be re-examined to ensure that as much money as possible is
directed to the CTC to remove the financial burden CTE has on school districts.

Common Funding Challenges

11

Evolving Programs Career Signing Day
An example of how career fields have evolved is most visible

in the Automotive technology program of study. This program

used to include simply the mechanics of how a car works.

Through technological advances, a vehicle is predominately a

computer and any CTE concentrator must be prepared to

learn advanced computer skills. This advancement has made

vehicles more expensive to purchase and repair. increases in

the cost of equipment and technology are occurring  as basic

education  costs also  continue to rise, leaving school

districts with less funds to send students outside of the

district.

In May 2019, graduating CTE students gathered together to

celebrate their next steps at the first annual “Career Signing

Day.” This event showcased students' accomplishments and

included representatives from higher education, business and

industry, and military. Students joined their future employers

and higher education institutions with representatives being

present from Diehl Automotive, Mascaro Construction, Local 66

Operating Engineers Union, La Roche College, Geneva College, U.S.

Marine Corps, U.S. Navy, and other representatives from

regional businesses and higher education. Policymakers and

workforce advocates also joined in celebrating the students

and their accomplishments.
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Pennsylvania has recognized that if we want to have a skilled workforce for the most in-demand
careers, then we must expose students earlier to these lucrative opportunities. In 2015, the
commonwealth adopted Career and Education Workplace (CEW) Standards, requiring school
districts to develop career guidance plans that outline career exploration activities with students in
grades Kindergarten, 3, 5, 8, and 11. For each grade level, there are specific measures that must be
met and compiled into a portfolio for each student.   This provides early opportunities for students and
parents to learn about the business community, projected job openings, wages earned, and the
necessary educational attainment to be successful.
 
Through the new CEW standards, CTCs and districts are hopeful that CTE programming will be
viewed as a viable opportunity for all students. There is a common misconception that the students
enrolled in CTE are unlikely to succeed in traditional education. Through early information sharing,
recruitment, and center tours, students, parents, school counselors and even teachers have the
opportunity to see and understand that enrollment in CTE is a true career exploration that leads to
success in postsecondary and the workplace.
 
Across the county, CTCs are working with the sending districts to help achieve the goals of the CEW
standards. For instance, some CTCs are organizing tours and workshops, while others operate a
summer camp to give students a taste of the program offerings. However, more can be done. By
creating a robust guidance plan in conjunction with the CTC, districts can work to expose children to
all career paths, especially the most in-demand ones in the county. Additional resources need to be
allocated to account for loss of instruction time, research and recruitment, transportation, and other
items that entice and educate students on the career opportunities available at the CTC.

Both Parkway West Career and technology Center and A.W.

Beattie Career Center operate summer camps for middle school

students. For a few days in the summer, students in middle

grades can visit the CTC, enroll in a program area, or a few

program areas, and get hands-on experience. These programs

are quite successful and often filled to capacity. Not only do

summer camps expose students to CTC facilities and help boost

future enrollment, the camps also provide exposure to career

pathways and show students what it takes to be successful in

CTE and the workplace.

CTE Standards: 
Work In the middle grades

in Allegheny County-

12
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In Allegheny County, career and technical programs are very much an investment in our children, our
workforce, and our communities. Since there are many career paths that a student can choose, CTE
helps create a clear one that proves high demand and high paying opportunities can be obtained
starting in high school and often without years of crushing student debt. In the 2019 report from the
Pennsylvania Department of Labor, each high priority occupation listed can begin with training from a
CTE program, see Appendix IV. These messages must to be shared regularly with parents, educators
and students. This can help to educate families on the offerings at their local CTCs and demonstrate
that these programs provide a great opportunity for their child to gain the skills, certifications,
experience and education that can lead to post secondary success and to a lucrative career field.
 
To ensure that CTE continues to be successful, Allies for Children offers these take-aways for
policymakers, educators, parents, and other decision makers to consider:

the future of cte

Funding

Utilizing Early Exposure in CTE to Strengthen Programs

The General Assembly and the Governor should continue to invest in the CTE funding subsidy and the
CTE equipment line. In addition, an analysis of the current funding formula must be conducted to ensure
that as much money as possible is directed to the CTC to remove the financial burden on school districts.
By investing in CTE and easing the funding burden on sending school districts, all students who want to
participate in CTE programming are able to do so regardless of their sending school’s financial situation.

The commonwealth, school districts, and CTCs should work together through the CEW standards and
career guidance plans to promote high-quality CTE programming that is viewed as a viable opportunity for

all students. By working hand-in-hand, partners can ensure that students are exposed to high-demand
career fields and the career pathways that exist to help them achieve their career goals. We encourage the

creation of resources and incentives that offset costs associated with loss of instruction time at the CTC,
research and recruitment, and transportation.
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Appendix I: Map of sending school districts for each

ctc in Allegheny County
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Appendix II: Overview of CTE Enrollment By program and

career cluster in allegheny county
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Appendix III: Overview of CTE By Allegheny County

School District
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APPENDIX IV: PROJECTED HIGH PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS
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APPENDIX IV: CONTINUED
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